INCREASE ENERGY SAVINGS
REDUCE MAINTENANCE COST

Open the door to Anthony and Contact us today!

Higher Quality Replacement Gaskets

The Anthony® Hussmann® Replacement Gasket is a PVC gasket manufactured to Anthony’s high standards and is interchangeable with existing Hussmann Innovator Series PVC gaskets. Anthony chooses only the best materials and magnets to manufacture its gaskets, and builds each one to order. Hand inspected prior to delivery, each gasket is packaged and shipped quickly to avoid wear deformations such as twisting or tangling that can lead to early deterioration. All of this leads to a longer-lasting gasket, allowing Anthony customers to save energy and reduce maintenance and downtime.
Hussmann® Replacement Gasket
Higher Quality, Longer Lasting

GASKET DURABILITY CYCLE TEST -

HUSSMANN® GASKET VS ANTHONY® HUSSMANN REPLACEMENT GASKET

10,000 Cycles

10,000 Cycles

43,000 Cycles

43,000 Cycles

250,000 Cycles – Complete Gasket Failure

250,000 Cycles – Gasket Intact

KEY TAKEAWAY:
Anthony Hussmann Replacement Gaskets outlast Hussmann gaskets.

AVAILABLE IN:
• 23” x 72-11/16”
• 29-3/4” x 65 – 1/4”
• 29-3/4” x 72-7/8”

Lab Test Specs
• Door(s) Size Tested: 29-13/16” x 73” Innovator Door
• Cycle Tested for 250,000 – Equivalent to approximately 5 years of use

Get your Anthony Hussmann Replacement Gaskets today at AnthonyStore.com
It’s easy at AnthonyStore.com

For more information, call 800-772-0900, visit www.anthonyintl.com or email sales@anthonyintl.com